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What Does "lnerrancy" Mean?

1

ARnluR CARL Pll!PXORN

T

his paper is primarily a terminological
study rather than a theological one. It
inquires into the meaning of, rather than
into the justification for, a term that bas
become a staple of dogmatic discussion in
our own and other denominations.
Lutheran clergymen and professors affirm everything that the Sacred Scriprures
say about themselves and everything that
the Lutheran symbols say about the Sacred
Scriptures. It is significant therefore that
the term "inerrancy" does not correspond
to any vocable of the Sacred Scriptures.
It does not correspond to any vocable
in the Lutheran symbols. The Catholic
Churcli has never defined it dogmatically.
None of the formulations of the ancient
"rule of the faith" or "canon of the truth"
affirm it. It is not a tenet of the patristic
consensus. It is an ecclesiastical term subject to definition by usage.2
1 This paper wu orisiaally prepared for
presentation during the annual retreat of the
faculty of Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.,
at the request of the faculry's paper
prosram mm•
was subsequently read to the
mittec. The
Commission on ThcoloBY and Church Relations
of The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod at
the Commission"•
the Sacred
request. Throughout the paper
to
Scriptures,
n:cepc where another reference is n:plicitly indicall!d.
2 In "A Scatcmeat oa the form and Punction of the Holy Scriptures" published in 1960
the faculty of Concordia Seminary, St. Louis,
Mo., declared that the Holy Scriptures are iaerrant in the sense that they n:press what God
wants them to n:prcss and accomplish what
God wants them to accomplish. Otherwise the
scarcment does not use "'inerrant" or "'inerrancy."
At those places wheremight
one
espca "inerrancy'' to occur, the scarcmeat employs the

I
From the Formula of Concord through
Leonard Hutter ( 1563-1616) and John
Gerhard (1582-1637), the older Lutheran orthodoxy does not greatly occupy
itself with the idea which lies behind "inerrancy." With the ancient churcli I and
with the first generation of reformers. early
Lutheran onhodoxy affirms the correctness
and adequacy of the Sacred Scriprures for
the things that must be known and believed for a Christian to be saved and to
live a godly life. The freedom of the
Sacred Scriptures from error is largely an
unarticulated assumption of undefined
scope. When one gets to the middle and
late 17th century, however, one finds statepositive term "'truthfulness." Thus for the sis·
natories of the smtcment the inerrancy of the
Sacred Scriprurcs means that they are truthful
and that they espress and accomplish what God
· wants them ff> (CONCOBDIA THEOLOGICAL
MONTHLY, XXXI [1960), 626).
a St. Augustine, for iascance, who declared in
bis 82tl u11•r to St. Jerome: "I belieYe very
firmly that no author [of the canonical boob]
went astray in aaythiq that he wrote (n•U••

(/;l,,a,.,,, c11rrorrieo,.,,,} aelo,.,,. smlHtulo .,_
,1111• 11li11ldll fi,missim• -,l(o}"; ""it is impious

to doubt with ieference
theto
writiqs [of the
prophets and the apostles] that they ue free
fiom all error (u (#1,opll.,- U "'10Stalo,,,.}
smPlis 11•0ll om11i .,.,,,,. _ , tl,,l,iun ,,._
f•ri•m 1111)"; and "I do not doubr that the
writcn [of the 01nonical Scriprures] did not 1P
astray with ieferena: to anytbias at all in them
and that they did not assert anything in them
deceitfully ( ,orrsmp1or•s ( smpt,,,.,.• UIIOfliun,•J •ihil ;,, .ls omrriflo nr111s•, •ihil f"'llldl•r floniss•,
tl•lnl(o})" (i, 3; iii, 24).
(Co,P#S 1'riJ,lo,.,,. Hd.sillstko,.• i.,;,,o,.,,,,
34, 354, 7-8, 18-19; 376, 28-29)

"°"
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mcnts like this one, taken from JohnAndrew Quenstedt (1617-1688): 'The
original canonical s[aaed] scripture is of
infallible truthfulness and wholly free of
error, or, what is the same thing, in the
canonical s[aaed] scripture there is no lie,
no falsehood, not even the smallest error
either in words or in maner, but everything, together and singly, that is handed
on in them is most true, whether it be
a matter of dogma or of morals or of
history or of chronology or of topography
or of nomenclature; no want of knowledge,
no thoughtlessness or forgetfulness, no
lapse of memory can or ought to be attributed to the secretaries of the H[oly]
Spirit in their setting down of the s[aaed]
writings." 4
The reasons for this increasing explicitness are chiefly four:
For one thing, the Colloquy of Regensburg in 1601 highlighted the subject of
authority in religion.G The hardening of
t

,.,

S(t1et'II} Smptwr11 e11110,,iu ori1i1111/is ·"

i,,/.Jlibilis llffllMis omnisq11t1 •rroris """""' si11•
f/11~ ;,J,,,,. •st, ;,. S(t1ut1} Smp111,11 u11011iet1
•11/111111 ,11 ,,,_,11i11eiltm, n11//11 flllsit111, 1'111/1,s t1• l
,,,;,.;,,,., ,mo,, sin ;,. ,,.l,111 si,,. in flcrbis; sl'll
ineo1itrllli-111,,
o••i• si11111l11 111111 1111rissi,,,11,
q111111U111q1111
in
i/111
si11• tlo1m•ie• i/111 111111, si1111
fffOf'tllitl, si11• histori,11,
11, 1opo1,11•
phiu, onom11stie11,· n11/ltlq11• i1110,11111i4,
t11111il, 11111 oblivio, n11ll111 "'•mom• /11ps•s Spiril111 S(11r,eti} 11mt1•11nsib111 in eonsi1n11ntlis
1(11ms}
1rib11i po1t111 ""' tl•b111 (JohannesAodreu Quenstedt, Theo/op, tlitl11e1i,o-po"1,,.;u, pars prima, cap. IV, seer. ii, qwaesL 5,
thesis; [Wittenberg: Johannes Ludolphus Qucnsredt ct Ecrdi Schumachcri Hacrcdcs (Matthaeus Hcnckeli111) 1 1685], I, 77; all the Qucnlledt quotations in tbil paper are from the cited
cbaprer and section).
G On this colloquy ace Wilhelm Herbst, D,u
R•1nsb.,1n R.Ji1ions1•.rt,ricl, t1on 1601 (Giicenloh: C. ~rtrl1rnann. 1928). The a>lloquy
pined a number of Lutheran theologians, among
them Giles Hunn (1550-1603) and James
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the polemical lines that resultm tended
increasingly toward the opposition of an
infallible Roman Catholic pope over
against an infallible Lutheran Bible. This
opposition affected the thinking of both
sides profoundly. In the ase of the Lutherans this opposition contributm to the
dogmatic elaboration of the commonplace
on the Sacred Scriptures.
Another factor was the 17th-century
antisocinian polemic of the Lutherans, who
felt themselves called upon to reject the
thesis of Faustus Sozzini ( 1539-1604)
that the evangelisrs and apostles "erred to
a limited extent." 0
J\ third factor was the working out by
the orthodox Lutheran theologians of inferences of their docuine (a) of the
monergism of the Holy Spirit in inspiration, and ( b) of the truthfulness of Holy
Scripture. The argument ran thus:
(a) The Sacred Scriptures are the communicated word (dictamen) of the Holy
Spirit;
( b) The Holy Spirit is all-knowing and
absolutely truthful;
(c) Any kind of inaccuracy or imperfection
is unworthy of the Holy Spirit;
eh,onolo1ie
(d) No inaccuracy or imperfection can
exist in the Holy Scriprures.
J\ fourth factor was the revolution in
mathematics that is associatm with such
names as those of Francis Vi~te ( 1540 to
1603), Nicholas Tartaglia (1500-1557),
(1548-1618) and Philip Hcilbruooer (1546
to 1616), qainst a number of Roman Catholic

theologians, including Adam Tanner ( 1572 m
1632), James
(1560-1625), and AlGrctscr
bert Hunger (1545-1604).
G l• .liq11ib111 klliln .,,.,;,,, (Pausau Socin111, IJb.Jl,,s ti• t l l l l ~ Sm/Jlflrll, p. 72,
cited in Quenstedt, quaest. 5, antitbesil m.
p. 79).
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John Napier (1550-1617), and notably
Rene Descartes (1595-1650), Girard
Desargues (1593-1662) and John Kepler (1571-1630), coupled with the whole
thrust of the period toward greater scientific precision.
Thus the doctrine of what a later generatiPn was to call "inerrancy" is in the
late 17th century a secondary Sch111zlehrt1.
It is designed to protect and vindicate the
truthfulness of the Holy Spirit, who increasingly appears in the theological literature of the period less as the principal
Author than as the exclusive Author of
the Holy Scriptures.
It is not without significance that for
reasons quite similar to those alleged for
the thesis that the Sacred Scriptures are
free from error John Gerhard repeats the
arguments of John Buxcorf tlte elder
( 1564-1629) on behalf of the cooriginality of the Hebrew-Aramaic vowel points
with the consonants.7 A little later and
along the so.me lines Bishop Jasper Rasmussen Brochmand (1585-1652) defends the originality of the square Hebrew
alphabetic characters.8 Finally August
Pfeiffer (1640-1698), on a similar basis,
asserts the freedom from all corruption,
either through malice or carelessness, of
the text of both testaments in their original languages through the operation of
the divine Ptovidence.0
7 Johannes Gerhardus, Lori 1bnlo1iei, locus
I, cap. xv; ed. Eduardus Preuss, I (Berlin: Gust.
Schlawirz, 1863), 144-151.
8 Caspar Erasmus B.roc:hmand, Uni1111rsa
1b11oloiu11 s,s"""", art. II, cap. ii, quaesr. 8;
5th ed., I (Ulm: Johanacs Gorlinus, 1658),
17-19.
0 Ausustus Pfeilferus, Criliu
cap.s11er11,
IV,
ICCt. ii, quaesr. 4-6; 6th ed. (Dresden and
Leipzig: Gothofredus I.eschius, 1721), pp. 86
to 99.
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This observation is not intended to
downgrade the total concern of late Lutheran orthodoxy for the dependability of
the Sacred Scriptures as a revelation of
God's being and purposes. Neither does
the similarity of the arguments employed
imply that these theses themselves are of
identical validity; many perfectly correct
theses have been supported with arguments
of dubious cogency. It does, however, raise
the question if these arguments, which
fail to establish the other theses in fact,
are adequate to establish the thesis that
the Sacred Scriptures are free from error
in the sense in which Quenstedt seems to
assert that they are. Again it is not unreasonable to assume that God, the Author
of a perfect redemption, would have given
a revelation that meets Quenstedt's aiteria, but the assumption must be tested
against the facts. This the second part of
this paper proposes to do.
"Inerrancy" itself is a relatively young
word. On the surface it looks like a transliteration from an original Latin vocable
ine"anlia, derived from the participle, ;,,_.
erra11s, of a verb, ine"o. A canvass of the
standard lexicons of classical Latin, of du
Cange's Glossarit1m, of Blaise, of Niermeyer, and of specialized vocabularies like
Souter's Glossary, Schiltz' Tbomas-1..exikon,
and Deferrari's A Lexicon 10 the
Stnnmt,
discloses no use of ine"anli4. Cicero and
lactantius (240?-320?) use inm-a,u of
the fixed srars. In his treatise on arithmetic
Boethius ( 480?-524?) uses intlf'f'llltlm in
the sense of "absence of error." The verb
occurs in Pliny the Younger (61? to
113?) and Apuleius (born 125?) in the
literal ·sense of ''wander about in.. and in
the tropical sense of "swim before" or
"dance about in." Minucius Felix (late

''"'"o
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2d century) uses inarro
his
in
Oc111fli11s
(31,4) apparently in the sense of "stumble
upon."
This may suggest a reality that sometimes escapes us in our discussion of the
term, namely that "inerrant" in its etywas
mological sense is actually a poetic, evocative, metaphorical term. It is appropriate
to a person or a hypostatization, to the
author of a book, but not to a book as
a book. We sense this in our ordinary
speech, which does not usually ascribe
"inerrancy" even tO a very accurate book.
"Acauacy," "truthfulness," "dependability,"
"aedibility," "correctness; or "exactitude"
arc more likely tO come to our lips when
we speak of a book.
As long as we realize that "inerrancy"
is used metaphorically of the Saaed Scriptures tO describe them as "not wandering
away" from the tn1th, well and good; we
arc Dot likely to become quarrelsome about
it in that case. But wheo we begin t0 take
the term litemlly of the Saaed Scripmres
as such, a scudent of comparative religioo
might be impelled co observe that we are
perilously dose t0 the threshold of a teodency which exists in other world religions. 1bis is the tendency coward the
deificatioo of the written revelation of
God. Certain schools of Jewish theology,
for instance, have affirmed the preexistence
and the divine nature of the Torah just as
certain schools of Islamic theology have
similarly affirmed the preexistence and the
divine nature of the Qur'an.
Thus what we have in "inerrancy" is
a kind of do-it-yourseH term, formed from
a nonexistent Latia original vocable on the
analogy of other combinations, with ;,._
meaning "not• and Mrntitl meaning "the
act of wandering about." Tl,11 Oxfonl

L
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English Dictio,u,ry actually lists the English adjective "inerrant'' ( correspondins
to the Ciceronian inMFIIM) io 1652 in
technical astronomical reference to a med
star. It was not until 1837, however, according to the same source,"inernnt•
that
used in the modem sense of "exempt
from error, free from mistake, infalli"ble."
In that year a. writer in Pr11Sws M.tlgllDIU
(XV, 368) declared: ''The same inemnt
pen winds up this • • • in the emphatic:
terms, 'which is idolatry.' " The Oxfortl
Diclio,zary records this acquired mesoing
again in 1868, in E. S. Ffoulkes' Clnlrdls
or Crown's Cr
p. 20: "Whether
Creed,
absolutely inerrant or not in maners of
faith."
The same source lists the abstraet DOUD,
"inerrancy," as occuring in English for tbe
first time in the formidable four-volume

ln/.rorhction to S""'1
1h11 Cnliul
llllll
Knowledge of tho HoZ, Scri/Jlllru of
Thomas Hartwell Horne (1780-1862).
Part ii of Volume II of the seventh editioo
(1834) states on p. 81: "Absolute ioerrancy is impracticable in any printed
book." 10 The first occurrence of the mm
in an explicitly religious coocext is reported by the Oxfortl English Die""""'1
as on page 326 of An BirnieO# ( 1865) by
Edward Bouverie Pusey ( 1800-1882):
''The old ultramontane doctrine of the ioerrancy of the Pope, i. e., that of his
preservation from error." u
From St.Jerome's day on-and this is
particularly trUe of the theologians of late
10 Conceivably the 11aiement mar ba'ft oocurred u early u the first edition, 1818.
u Similarly the German equivalent of "inerrancy," the word "Irnwmlosiakeir." is abo
a relativelr recent u:rm in the German. 1aqaq,e
-so recent that the Grimm V,Mlffln,d, bu
no enur for it.

4
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Lutheran orthodoxy- theologians have set
forth the docuine of accommodation in
pan at least in order to avoid the embarrassment of a literal interpretation of
"iocrraru:y." This docuine holds that in
the process of inspiration the Holy Spirit
accommodated the language of the Sacred
Scriptures to the limited knowledge of
human beings-both authors and original
readers- and to the popular apprehension
of scientific reality. This realistic docuine
mlects credit rather than discredit upon
those who devised it. The chief difficulty
has been that it h:J.S rarely been applied
consistently or extensively enough.12
great Strasbourg
The
theologian, JohnConrad Daoohauer ( 1603-1666), describes the process in these terms: "As far
as the accidental conformity of style is
concerned, the Holy Spirit by a singular
condescension adapted Himself to the tem•
peraments, nationalities, and learned pursuits of the God-inspired men. As a result
Isaiah (royal blood!) wrote in a more
refined way, Amos in a humbler fashion,
St. Luke, steeped
Greek
in
letters, more
elegantly." 15 Io his Hnmnnliet1 s11t:r•
Dannhauer cites as examples of accommodation to vulgar belief the designation of
12 This is DOt dcsisaed OD the ODC hand to
minimize the problem of defiaiq the "enoush"
or on the other to jUJtify the 11WU1C of the
doctrine of aa:ommodadoa. to represent God a
ac:cx,mmodatins Himself to the moral and spiritual defecu or the willful iporance of the
wricen.
11 QIIOllll .,dllnlt,ln, ,,,,;
n,,pl.ri cruvxa-ral5cicm S/Ji,iJIIS JOU#J H J.-,is(il} 1111 "'6•ill. fllllio••s, 11,J;. hMVIVcrc&v, po /Ml- Ill BSl#IU (N6UIJ Jlllf611U)
,,;,;J;,n, .tit110s h,,.;Jh,s, Lltus lilms
i"""""1 •'-Kolhu smPs•ril •(Jolwma Conndus Danahawe.rus, OdOl:MIA dlris,;.,,.,
pbacn. I-s; [Strubourg: Pridericus Spoor,
1649], pp. 34-3,).

"'"1"""""°-

v-m

St. Joseph as our Lord's father and of
comets as falling stars.14 Quenstedt puts it
this way: "[One must] distinguish between
the manner of speaking and the phrases,
words, and vocables themselves. The
h[oly] writers owed their manner of
speaking to daily usage and custom or
even to their education, and it is from
this that the di.Herena: of style, chiefly of
the prophets, arises. For just as they were
accustomed or educated to either a sublimer or a lowlier manner of speaking
and of writing, so the H[oly] Spirit in
using a particular style was willing to
adapt Himself and condescend to the abilities of men. Thus He expressed the same
matters in a grander way through some
and in a slighter way through others, sioa:
the fact that the holy writcrS employed
the particular words that they did and not
other or equivalent words derives solely
from the divine instigation and inspiration.
The H[oly] Spirit accommodated Himself
to the grasp and ability of the holy writen
so that they would set down the mysteries
according to their usual manner of speaking. The H[oly] Spirit went so far as to
communicate by inspiration those words
to His secretaries which they would otherwise themselves have employed if they had
been left to themselves." 11
Johannes Conradus Danahawe.rus, Hn-

"""•"'""
'·"· si•• ...Josias
,1,o,1,n •X,O••--- s.
Ji,.,.,,,,,. (Srrasbours:
Siaedelius. 16,4),
H

p.409.

11 Disln,6u,ulo ;,,1,r 6 - lopn,li •I
;,,,., ipus t,hr.s•s, ..,t,,, •I HUS: G,11,n lo,,.,ntl; ulHl,o1 1mp1or,s s(11m} ~IIOlitliao
,m,; ., ,o•s••t•i•i, HI .,__ •/on,Mlio,,i, ••

,,,u ,-.,.,,;.

l,b,r; lfllOlfll• Jinrsil.s
t,,oph.lid Mil•r.
t,ro#I g/Mfllllli 11111 .sn,,/Mli
ffdl 1111 sdli•hu hn,UiluH ~ n sm6,,,J; ,.,,.,, Ji& ,oJ.,,. """ St,mlllJ S(...aiu}

N••

s•1• ho.,;,,- .Joli .,,._,.,..,.. d

«JIIMS-

ur• .,oJ,,;, ~ - ill, ns .-In, ,., Jio, ....
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John William Baier ( 1647-1695), following his father-in-law John Musaeus
( 1613-1681), declares: "Since the primary Author of Scripture is one, and all
Scripture is God-breathed, it will have to
be said that the H[oly] Spirit accommodated Himself to the ability and situation
of His secretaries in providing them with
the verbal concepts." 10
The Woliliaos went fanher. James Carpov (1699-1768) held that the Sacred
Scriptures speak of physical and mathematical matters "according to the appearance (sectmtlum app11re11ti11m)" or "according to an optical truthfulness ( secrmd11n1,
11eri1111em oplicam)," but not "according to
physical truthfulness (sect1nd11m 11eri1111em
,hysicam)." Since the "physical truthfulness" does not belong to the purpose of
revelation, it cannot be proved out of Holy
Scripcwe.1'i Siegmund Baumgarten ( 1706

tlll el

di

to 1757), another Wolfliao, rejected an
infusion of the inspired matter and dictation by the Holy Spirit. He held that in
the selection and organization of material
and in the style and presentation God retained 35 much of each Biblical author's
way of thinking 35 was consistent with the
purpose of the revelation, and that the
authors had to use their full mental powers
and exert all diligence to obtain so much
historical information and to comprehend
general verities.18
JI

It is unquestionably true that we an
infer some of the implications of the uuth
of the Sacred Scriptures from the faa that
the Holy Spirit of truth is the principal
Author of the prophetic and apostolic
writings. We may properly ask here, however, if such an inference is rational or
strictly theological.
It is equally true that we can infer other
,d/ie11111hu, IH!r dlios lc1111i111 ext,rim11rt1; q11otl
implications of truth of the Saaed Scrip11uo ""1 el •on. 11/uu 11oec1 11el hoe
11eq11ipollonle1
est. Spiril,n
tldhib11entfll seriptores 111eri,
11niee 11b ;,,. tures from the Old and New Testaments.
llirrelM
i111pir111iont1 dillin11
But side by side with these reflections
S(ne1111) .,,;,,.
senp10,11m s11eror11m e11p111m
tit: i11dolem s,se 1111empu1111i1 111 m:,s1eri11 s,,:11r,
.
.• we must mke into account the aaual Sad11m eo11111e111m
mod11m eonsign11rcn111r
cred Scriptures in the concrete forms in
AJnq111 et1 " " ' " " Spiri111s S(11nett11} 11m11n11e11sib111 insp;,..,;,, qllil,111 dli11s ttsi /t1i11er11, si sibi which we have them by God's providence
quacsr. 4,
fttissffll relieti (Queo1tedr, footcs,
through the church's faithful traosmissioa.
dist. 1; pp. 75-76).
To begin with, we can well remind our10 C11m1111• 1111elor Seriptt1r11t1 primllrills 1111111
that God does not use the original
selves
Iii, II& IOIII Serip111,11 it16mo1~oc, f111nd11m
Biblical
documents to communicate His
,11, sp;,;,,,,,, S(11nr:111m) ipnm ;,, s1111ert111di1
eo11up1ib11s 11eeommod11ss, st1 tlll ;,,. truthful Word
•si11• to men, nor does He even
JolnJ ,1 uniJizio•em 11m1111•••
(Johan- make exclusive use of the Saaed Scriptures
nes Guilielmus Baierus, Compe,ul;,,. 1h11ologi1111
po.,;,;.,., proleaomena, cap. II, seer. 7g; ed. in their original languages for this purCarolus Perdiaaadu1 Guilielmus Walther, I pose. Our own experience certifies that He
[Sr. loui1: Officina Synodi Missouriemis Lucommuniates His truth to men in the
rbenaae, 1879), 111).
King James Version, the Rheims-Douai
17 Jacobus Carpovius, 011eonomill slll#lis
•ow ,_,,._,; en 1hnlogi11 nr,11/11111 Jogm111iu version, the Revised Standard Version, the

.,.,1,o,.,.

-lhoJo seinli/ie11 tlllom11111, I, 166--168, cited
in Karl Goulieb BrelSCbneider, S1s1nr111is,h11
Er,lwir:l,l.,,g .Uer ;,, du Dogmlllii t1oriom-.J,11 Btlgri611 (Leipzig: Johann AmbIOSius
Banh, 1819), p. 307.

L
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18 Siegmund Jacob Baumpneo, 1!11ng,liseh11 G/1111b•n1l1hrt1, ed. Johann Salomon Semler,
III (Halle: Job11DD Ju1rin111 Gebauer, 1760),
35-37.
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New English Bible, the Confraternity
translation, and the paraphrases of J. B.
Phillips and the late Ronald Knox, as
He has done through the Lu1har-Bibel, the
Vulgate, the Itala, the Peshitra, and the
Septuagint. This is not without importance
for OW' inquiry.
But setting aside this consideration, the
form of the ScriptW'es, as we have them
in the original Hebrew and Aramaic and
Greek, possesses elements of decisive significance for the nature of the truth of
Sacred Scriptures.
We shall refrain from entering upon
the whole question of the inspiration of
the Sacred ScriptW'es. We need only observe that they have come to us in a form
which clearly recognizes both their divine
and their human authorship. Ilciaa
yoaqni (2 Tim.3:16)-the whole Old
Testament - has the predicate &6nva;ucrro;. The Torah is not a human authority to St.Paul (1 Cor.9:8). Yahweh
speaks to Ahaz (Is. 7:10). The word
comes from Yahweh to Jeremiah (Jer.
7:1). The Spirit of Yahweh speaks by
David (2 Sam. 23:2; compare Matt. 22:43;
Mark 12:36; Aets 4:25; Heb.4:7). In
almost all of its 375 Old Testament occurrences na'•m is followed by Yahweh'Yahweh's oracle." The New Tesrament
quotes from the Old Testament as the address and the speaking of God (Matt.1:
22; 22:31; Aets 13:47; Rom.9:25; 2 Cor.
6:16; Heb.1:6-8; 5:5,6; 8:8) and of His
Holy Spirit (Aas 28:25; Heb. 3:7; 10: 15).
On the other hand, Moses and the people of Israel sing their CtmlMRNS Domino
(Ex. 15:1-18; see also verse 21), Hannah
sings her H:xtdllnlil ( 1 Sam. 2: 1), David
sings his Domin#S p111r11 m1111 (2 Sam. 22:1),
the Mother of God her M11g,,i/it:111 (Luke
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1:46). When the New Testament quotes
the Old it often refers merely t0 the human
author(s) by tide or name Matt.2:1, 17,
23; 3:3; 4:14; 12:17; 15:7; 21:4; Aas
2:16,31,34; 7:48; Rom.9:29; 10:19,20).
The author of the Third Gospel undertakes
to write an orderly account of the events
that underlie the Christian faith (Luke
1: 3). St. Paul affirms that he gives no
command of the Lord. (1 Cor. 7:25)
It is dam like these which determined
the ancient formula that God, or, by more
specific appropriation, the Holy Spirit ( described in the Nicaenoconstantinopoliranum as:ijaav
-ro Aal
3ui -rii>v :rreoq»rrii>v),
is the principal (or primary) Author of
the Sacred ScriptW'es. This does not imply
that He is the first among equals. It does
imply that He is the originating pr;,,,.
cipi1m,. It also affirms the secondary and
instrumental role of the human authors.
In stressing their instrumental role, however, we must not forger that God availed
Himself of hum,m. authors and that, as far
as we can observe, they generally were in
full possession of their human faculties
when God used them.
We have a canon of the Sacred Scriptures that God has not defined by an explicit revelation, that the Catholic
Church 10 has nor fixed by any formal
dogmatic decree, and that at most points
in Christian history represents merely
a moderately common conseasus.
10 The "Cacholic Church" does not ben:
refer ro the Roman Cacholic denomiaaaoa,
which defeaed from aucheadc Carholicilf ia
che canon of rhe Saaed Scriprwes which it
defined ar Trent, sessio quarra ( 1546), decretum
de caaoaicis scripturis (H. P. Schi:oeder [ed.],
C11110111 11u D11,rns of 1h11 Co..eil of Tm,
[Sr. I.ouis: B. Herder Book Co., 1941], pp.
17 f., 296 f.).
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We have Saaed Saiptures which have
taken over from the secular world of men
not only vocables, morphologies, grammars,
syntactical systems, idioms and conceptual
complexes, but also the remnants of a varied melange of philosophies, natural histories. cosmologies, and eschatologies 20
that had passed into the public domain.
These also, and not merely the words that
are catalogued in Gesenius, Bauer-ArndrGingrich, and Kittel-Friedrich, are the
vehicles of the divine revelation.
In determining what is vehicle and
what is cargo we can often appeal to the
general hermencutical principle of the presumed internal self-consistency of the document being inquired into. In the special
case of the Sacred Saiptures theology has
formulated this principal as "Scripture interprets Scripture (Scrip1urt1 Scrip111ram
ln1e,p,e1111ur)" or some equivalent thesis.
We still have always to decide, of course,
which "Scriptura" is in the nominative
and which is in the accusative, but the
principle is a useful as well as a valid one.
Sometimes, however, this principle does
not give us the decisive help that the situation calls for, and we are thrust back
upon our human experience. By way of
example, Eccl 10:2 reads /e11 cbiikhiin,
limmo ~lftl k•sil llshmo'lo. The King
James Version translated this: "A wise
man's heart is at his right hand, but a fool's
heart at his left." Superficially this is
a scientific statement about human anatomy. It would be inappropriate, however,
to deduce from it that we could have a college applicant step for a chest X-ray in
front of a fluorescent screen calibrated in
intelligence quotient points and let this
211

"ECIQ"CCIQC6aa; in 2 Peter 2:4, for eumple.
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substitute for a carefully administered intelligence test or a realistic appraisal of
his high school grades. The Revised Stan•
dard Version paraphrases and interprets
the bare vocables of the Hebrew: "A wise
man's heart inclines him toward the right,
but a fool's heart toward the left." On the
b:isis of this verse so interpreted we could
not, however, correlate the frequency of
right turns with automobile drivers' intelligence. The point is that in this passage the necessity of providing a memphorical rather than a literal interpretation derives not from anything in the
Sacred Scriptures but from human experience.
Again, when Mal.1:11 {in the spirit
of Joshua 10: 13; Ps. 19:4-6; Matt. 5:45)
speaks of the sun's rising and of its senin&
it is our conrempomry knowledge of the
heavens and not something in the Sacred
Scriptures that malce us read this as a preCopernican phenomenal accommodation.
We can say the same thing about references to the four corners of the earth in
Is.11:12 and Rev. 7:1 and to the coostelJarions in Job 38:31. When our contem•
porary knowledge of the natural order
seems to conflict with a literal accepamce
of other Biblical assertions, may we not
consider the possibility that here, too, we
are dealing with prescienti6c desaiptious
which are not integral to the divine revelation?
Turning to other derails, we have such
phenomena as a passage which seems to be
taken from the Book of Zechariah ascribed
in Matt.27:9, 10 to Jeremiah; St.Jerome
claims to have seen an .A.fJoC'f'JIJho• of
Jeremiah which contained the citation
word for word. In quoting from the Old
Testament, the New Testament is likely
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to expand the Old Testament source, abbreviate it, alter it, paraphrase it, and even
quote it according to the Septuagint (Aas
15: 16-18 quoting Amos 9: 11, 12 and Heb.
10:5-9 quoting Ps.40:6-8 arc instn1ctive
examples). This procedure has implications for the importance of the precise
words and a number of other issues.21 At
times we find in the New Testament a theologically conditioned use of the Old Testament that possibly can best be described as
allusive.22 The New Testament can allegorize an Old Testament pericope and appear
to assume that the allegorical meaning will
be self-evident ro the reader (Gal. 4:21 to
31). Sr. Paul can quote Eliphaz the
Temanitc (Job 5: 13) as authoritative in
1 Cor. 3:19. The supernatural rock that
followed Israel according to 1 Cor.10:4
does nor occur in the Old Testament but
in the Jewish tradition that the Targum of
Pseudo-Jonathan represents. In Gal. 3:16
St. Paul can make a point of the difference
between a:deµa and adeµa'l'a, although
Gen. 12:7 and parallels use the collective zertl, which admits of no such dTiterentiation. In Gal. 3: 17 he raises the problem of the length of time between the
promise to Abraham and the giving of the
Torah ( 430 years, with the LXX text of
Ex.12:40, or 645 years, on the basis of
Gen. 12:4; 21:5; 25:26; and
47:9
the
Hebrew of Ex.12:40). 2 Tim.3:8 derives
the names of Jannes and Jambres not from

the Biblical account (Ex. 7: 11, 22; 8:7, 18,
19) bur apparently from Jewish tradition.
Sr. Stephen's speech in Acts 7 .raises in
verse 4 the issue of the chronological relation of the departure of Abraham from
Haran to the death of Te.rah in the light
of Gen.11:26, 32 and 12:4 and the possible dependence of the Protomartyr on an
oral tradition that was likewise familiar to
Philo the Jew (for another example see
v. 23). Verses 15 and 16 .raise the question
of the burial place of Jacob (Shechem or
Hebron-Mamre) when compared with
Gen.50:13 (see also 23:16-18 and Josh.
24:32). 21
Admittedly an argument from literary
parallels is not inuinsically decisive. Nevertheless, the suiking similarities of Matt.
11:28-30 and F.cclus. 51:23,26-27 raise
questions. The situation is similar wh~
we compare Luke 12: 19, 20 with F.cclus.
11: 19; Rom. 1:20-23, 26, 29-31 with W~
dom 12:24; 13:5,8; 14:24-27; Rom.9:29
to 23 with Wisdom 12:2,20; 15:7; the
divine :rcavonl.(a passage Eph. 6: 13-17 with
Wisdom 5:17-20; 2 Cor. 5:1, 4 with
Wisdom 9:15; 2' Heb.11:35 with 2 Mace.
6 (especially v.19) and 7, as Theodoret
observed as early as the fifth century; Heb.
1:1-4 with Wisdom 7:22-26;2D James 1:
13 with F.cclus. 15:11, 12; James 1:19
with F.cclus. 5:11; James 5:3 with F.cclus.

23 In verses 22,
some
23, and 30
of the
delllils of Sc. Scepbea's account of Moses seem
on Palestinian Jewish tr.adition (Joachim
rest to
21 The New Tesramenc's extensive use of the
Jeremias, "Mcoucrili:," in Gerhard Kittel Ced.],
Septuagint was one .reason why some of the
Ta111ancient fathers accepred the Jesend of ia divine Th.alo1isdlt11 Wimffl,d • tnt1111, IV [Stuttprt: W. Koblhammer, 19421,
inspiration.
870).
l!2 For example, Matt.2:15 quoting Hosea
2, 1be only passqes iD Biblical Greek
11: 1; Matt. 2 :2:5 apparendy quoting Is. 11: 1,
where oxijvoi; ocmrs.
with Natmoatoi;
Hebrew
reflecting the
r1•11n;
211 Noce the occurrence of no1111110Q~, dvbut see also Num. 6:1-21 and Juda- 13:5
( r,imr-Nata,QCll'oi;).
l'IOi!: and dmlvyaopa in both passqea.

N•..,,
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12: 11; 28 29:9, 10; and Rev. 21: 18-21 with
Tobit 13: 16, 17.
·. Jude 6 seems to have affinities withthat
Gen.
6: 1-4 ( compare the ayyd.oL of the Codex
Alexandrinus rescriptor in verse 2) as amplified by 1 Enoch 10:4-6. In verse 9 Saint
Jude appatcntly derives his information
about the account of St. Michael's contesr
with Satan from a form of the pseudepigraphic Assumption of Moses known to
the cady church fathers. Verses 14, 15
explicitly ascribe a passage from 1 Enoch
1:9 to the "seventh-from-Adam Enoch" an ascription that has long given Christian
exegctcs concern. Tertullian felt that it
conferred canonical authority on the whole
of 1 Enoch. Some contemporaries of Saint
Jerome rejected the whole Letter of Saint
Jude becnusc it quoted a. pseudepigraphon.
St. Augustine, whose view prevailed generally, was willing to allow Sr. Jude to
quote a single passage from 1 Enoch without impairing his own apostolic authority
or conferring canonical status on the entire
pseudepigraphon.21
Again, God has given us the account of
His tte0nciling action in Jesus Christ not
in one account, bur in four gospels. As
the Gospel came from the breath and
breathing of God, it was a "four-shaped
Gospel" (t!Ntmgt!lio,i lt!kt1morphon), to use
the happy term of St Irenaeus. It was the
anti-egghead Gnostic heretic Tatian who
aeated for the church the first diatcs9

lhcsc

In Biblical Greek xan&o occurs only in
CM> p:!IRFS

:n The parallels

betwee11 the First Gospel's
of our lord's infancy in chapcer 2 11.nd
traditional Jewish aca>UDES of Moses' birth a11d
early life must have appeared strik.iD&
early
to
Jewish
Jen:miu, op. di., pp.
874 f.).
ll«OUDt

(ace
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saron.28 This is not to deprecate the value
of the vast and reverent harmonistic effort
Christian exegeres have expended
upon the gospels. Yet the fact penises that
no harmony is wholly satisfying. We
achieve the illusion of continuity only at
the cost of suppressing data which the
s.,cred writers provide by divine inspir:1.tion. TI1c Synoptic problem and the problem of the Fourth Gospel remain .ml
problems. From the genealogies and the
chronology in the infnncy narratives to the
events of the resurrecrion and the 40 days
following, we arc confronted with episodes
that appear in different sequences (for
example, M:m.8:1-4 and Luke 5:12-16;
6:20); with logia that appear in dilfcrent
forms which seem to reflect editorial adjustment in view of a different Sin im
Lobrm (for example, Mark 10:17, 18; Luke
18:18,19; M:m.19:16,17); with subsidiary details that it is impossible to reconcile
with certainty; and with parables that
change their audience from evangelist to
evangelist (for instance, Matt. 18: 1, 10-14;
Luke 15:2-7). Objectively, the questioo
whether the .rooster crowed once or twice
before Sr. Peter's third denial of our Lord
on Good Friday morning (Mark 14:30, 72;
Matt.26:34, 74, 75; Luke 22:34, 60, 61;
John 13:38; 18:27) is minor. More important arc such problems as the time of
the end in the "Little Apocalypse" of Mark
13 and itS parallels (or rcccnsions) in
Matt. 24: 1-42 and Luke 21:5-35, and the
text of the words with which our Lord instituted the most venerable Sacrament of
the Altar.
In addition to the Gospels, we have
u Tatian's omiuio11 of our lord's Jelle&)o,ia
from his harmony make him ooe of tbe earliac
literary critia of rhe Bible.
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other parallel accounts that diverge, sometimes vastly, sometimes merely in detail
A case in point is presented by the two
books of Chronicles. When we compare
them with the four books of Samuel and
Kings it becomes dear that they by no
means merely contain Paralipomena; from
some points of view they are "Pamleiponta." The variant accounts of David's
last days and Saul's accession present one
specific instance. Another involves the
differences in the casualty reports after
the battle of Helam in 2 Sam. 10: 18 and
1 Chron. 19: 18. There is the question if it
was God (2 Sam. 24: 1) or Satan ( 1 Chron.
21: 1) who opposed Israel and incited
David to number the nation. The military
scuistics given in 2 Sam. 24:9 are different
from those given in 1 Chron.21:5; similarly, those given in 1 Kings 4:26 differ
from those given in 2 Chron. 9:25. 1l1ere
arc differences in the scope of the reformatory and military activity of Asa as reported in 1 Kings 15: 14, 16 and as reported in 2 ChrolL 14: 3, 5, 6. Again, the
age of Ahaziah at his accession is reported
differently by 2 Kings 8:26 and by 2
Chron. 22:2.
We have other phenomena. For instance,
the apparently hyperbolic use of large
numbers in the Old Testament (so possibly in 2 Chron.13:17 and 14:9) mises
problems. So does the chronology of the
Old Tesmment implied by the data of
Gen. 5 when the Masoretic text is compared either with the Septuagint or with
the postulates of even the most conservative darings of the earth and the universe
by modem scientific methods. Another
problem is the source of the horses in Ex.
14:9 in view of 9:3,6. The 'tm1eve1h of
Lev. 11:6 only dfJIJe11rs to chew the cud.

587

Deborah sings a song (Judg. 5: 1) appar•
ently written about her (v. 7). We have
synchronisric problems connected with the
death of Baasha (1 Kings 16:6-8 and
2 Chron. 16: 1) and the accession of Hoshea (2 Kings 15:30 and 17:1). The 20year-long reign of Pekah in 2 Kings 15:
27, which 1 Kings 15:32 and 16: 1 also
imply, cannot be reconciled with the Assyrian synchronisms. We have another
synchronistic problem in the dates of Hezekiah's reign posed by 2 Kings 18: 1 wh.en
compared with 15:30; 18:2; 20:6.
We have variant accounts of events in
what appear to be different sources within
the sacred record. Cases in point are the
creation accounts of Gen. I: 1-2: 4 a, and of
2:4 b-3:24; the twofold origin given for
the names Beersheba ( Gen. 21: 30, 31 and
26:32-38) and Bethel (Gen.28:18, 19 and
35: 15); the two callings of Moses and
Aaron (Ex.3:1--6:1 and 6:2-7:7); the
location of Gen. 11 after Gen. 10 ( compare especially 10:5,20,31 with 11:1 and
10:21-31 with 11: 10-32); the different
versions of the Dccalog; the problem of
reconciling the report of 1 Sam. 16: 18-2~
with 1 Sam.17:32-38 and the conversation
between Saul and David of 1 Sam. 17:55
to 58; the two referencesthe
to
Goliath of
Gath the shaft of whose spear was like
a weaver's beam (1 Sam. 17:4, 7, 49-51;
2 Sam.21:18-22; see also 1 Chron.20:5);
and the number of children borne by Saul's
daughter Michal (2 Sam.6:23 and 21:8).
Deuteronomy 10: 1-7 raises the problems
of the maker of the ark of the covenant
when compared with Ex.37:1, of the dare
of the deposit of the second set of the
tables of I.aw in the ark when comparecl
with Ex. 19:1 and 40:17,20, the itinerary
of Ismel when compared with Num. 33:30
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to 39, and the time and place of Aaron's
c!!ath when compared with Num. 20: 1, 22
to 29; 33:38; and Deut.32:50.
The preceding is not intended to provide an exhaustive, but merely a representative, list of problems.211 Every serious
scudent of the Sacred Scriptures is awnre
of these and many other difficulties. Admittedly, it is possible to explain some or
all of the cited difficulties to one's own
satisfaction. But that they are genuine
difficulties remainsattested
a faa
by the
volume of effort that Christian exegetcs
and systematicians have expended in endeavoring to account for them from the
days of the primitive church on. It may
be an index to the gravity of the problem
that we in our time have difficulty in finding a categorical label for these Scriptural
phenomena. We quire properly shy away
from "contradictions," "errors," and "mistakes." Yet such euphemisms as "paradoxes," "discrepancies," "disagreements,"
and "variations" are hardly better.
The fact is that the truth of the Sacred
Scriptures is something to be evaluated in
terms of their own aiteria and of the
qualities which they themselves exhibit.
"lbese qualities do not-speaking generally-include great precision in formulation, stenographic fidelity in reponing
exact words, prosaic literalism in interpretation, bibliographically accurate citations
of author and title, comprehensive documentation, carefully synchronized chro• This writer
intenddoes not
ID implJ that
mme other more modem
issues
- for eumple,
me Dominial imdtutioo of HolJ Baptism and
of the Sacnmeot of the Alrar, or me clispem.
abilitJ of the 'tirgio moceptioo (and bum)
of our Lord u an article of the creed becau,e
oalJ the iofaoc, aa:DUDtl of Matthew and Luke
af&.rm it espliddy- are in the ame careaor,.
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nologies, a modem historiographic seose,
harmonistically consistent adjustment of
sources to one another, and meticulously
exact descriptions of attendant historical,
physical, and other scientific details. These
were not generally the qualities of the men
or of the cultures which the Holy Spirit
employed, and where these qualities are
absent in the Sacred Scriptures, this, toO,
is a mark of the Holy Spirit's condescension and accommodation not tO error but
to humanity. .Admittedly the piaure of the
Saaed Scriptures that emerges when all
these factors are taken into account is likely
to be less tidy than a purely theoretical
consuuct, but it is also likely tO be more
realistic, more correct, and more genuinely
truthful.

Ill
It does not seem to this writer that we
are serving the best interests of the chmcb
when either we continue formally to rereaffirm the inerrancy of the Sacred Scriptures or even continue to employ the term.
Outside our circles, with the possible exception of the Roman Catholic Chmcb, the
term "inerrancy" has in general become
the shibboleth of sectarians, often of obscurantist sectarians. For them the term
usually implies commitment to certain
traditional interpretations which they place
on certain Bible passages and which they
apparently deem essential to their spiritual
security. The motivation of the highly
vocal publishers of cenain periodicals in
Lutheran circles is obviously complex, but
this same kind of compulsive necessity
seems to animate the insistenee of some
of them on the term "inerrancy." In this
situation the continual reaffirmation of our
formal adherence to the inerrancy of the
Saaed Scriptures is perilous. Our motives
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may be most laudable and our undentand- ,Ptlf'lt1s)" is for the dogmaticians basic.ally
ing of the implic:uions of the term for a negative way of aflirming inspiration;
ourselves may be most correct. Yet we run (2) this thesis implies a situation which
the risk of confirming our contemporary Quenstedt sketches in these words: "Not
sectarians in their confusion and of pro- only the canonical books of the saaed
jecting a false image of our own theolog- volume themselves, but even the letters,
ical position.
points, and words of the original text survive
without any corruption, that is, the
At the same time we should carefully
Hebrew
text of the O[ld] T[esrament]
check our own motivation for not using
...
and
also
the Greek teXt of the N[ew]
the word "inerrancy." Certainly a mere
T[esrament]
..• have been preserved by
desire to avoid being classified as obscuthe
divine
providence
complete and unrantists would not suffice, in view of our
lord's words, "Whoever is ashamed of Me corrupted." 31 This is a position which
and of My words in this adulterous and modern textual criticism renders untenable.
sinful generation, of him will the Son of As this has become more and more apMan be ashamed when He comes in the parent, the claim of inerrancy has increasglory of the Father with the holy angels" ingly been posited only of the originals.12
(Matt.8:38). Again, we cannot refuse to
The original documents are inaccessible
employ the word "inerrancy'' on the ground and irrecoverable, however. 1'he asaiption
that the Biblical doctrine of inspiration is of inerrancy to these documents is theredocetic, just as we cannot entertain the fore an irrelevant and ultimately supercharge that the Biblical doarines of the .8uous predication which says nothing more
virgin conception (and birth) or of the than that inspiration is the act of the
sinlessness of our Lord, for instance, are Holy Spirit and that God is truthful For
docetic.
copies-which is all that we have tO
A second reason for ceasing formally to appeal to today-we can at most claim
reaffirm our formal commitment to the in31 No• 11111,.,,,. lil,ri ;psi ur,o•id
sMri
,:oerrancy of the Sacred Scriptures is its Jieis, s•tl .,;.,,. lil•r•, flneltl •I nrlH, l•:ldss
ultimate lheologiul irrelevance. A little ori1i11.Jis si11• o,n11i eorn,fllm• 111,Ws••I, l,oe
noticed foomote in the doctoral disserta- •sl, H•6rM111 ltlXISS V(•lml} T(•sllnNffli} •••
il•mfl•• l•xl•s N(or,i}
Gn.u,s T(•sltl,,..,.,;}
tion of Robert Preus points out that "the • • • fJ•r J;,,;..,,. t,ro,,_• .,;.,,. i,u•1w •• •·
dogmaticians use the same arguments and
eo•snr1t11•s •st (QuemleClr, quaest. 18,
eo"•Pl•s
proof texts for the inerrancy of Scripture thesis; p. 194. See also quaest. 19, •/,tb•sis,
obs. 2; p. 206).
as for its inspiration." 30 This statement,
32 Por the ab of pzccise disdactioD alone,
quite correct for the later dogmaticians like wichout dr.1wiq
coDClusiom &om bis stipuAbraham Calovius ( 1612-1686), whom lation, Quemtedr had distiquisbed between me
aad the ao-loqer-a:btiq
manuscriprs
Preus instances as an example, orisinal
illusuates
aurographic copies which Moses, the pn,pbea,
two points: ( 1) the thesis that the Sacred and the apostles "w.rore whb their own bands
Saiptures are "free of error <•"ore ex- or which in the cue of copies wrinm by orhen
ao llobert Preus, Tb• lfllfJirtllio• of Smpl#N
(Mankato, Minn.: Luther&D Synod Book Company, 19'5), p. 78, n. 2.

any

they bad aaested wirh
their
siparures" (SIM
•""• smps-,, wl
tJios smp1t1 ,.. 1111,.
smp1io•• eo•ftra.n,Jfl}. Ibid., quaest. 19, •"·
IHsis, obs. 2.
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a relative, a derived, a virtual inerrancy.
But "inerrant" - like other adjectives compounded with a negative prefix-implies
a perfect logical dichotomy that has no
middle term. It confronts us with the same
kind of absolute antid1esis as completeincomplete, perfect-imperfect, commensurable-incommensurable, demonstrable-indemonstrable, exact-inexact, accurate-inaccurate, organic-inorganic. Thus by inference
it compels us to say less about the Sacred
Scriptures as we actually have them than
we as Lutherans want to be able to say
about them.
Again, since the original documents are
inaccessible and apparently irrecoverable,
the ascription of inerrancy to these documents is in the last analysis ,pr11ctic11/by
irrelevant.33 "The Sacred Scriptures are
aa A senior member of the St. Louis faculty
has shared with this writer the following quotation illustrating the argument from textual
criticism as he was compelled tO confront it in
his early graduate studies over four decades ago.
It is footnote 1 on page 3 of Marvin R. Vincent,
A Histor, of th• Textlllll Critidsm of th• N•1u
T•st•m•nl (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1899) :
"Nothing can be more puerile or more desperate than the effort tO vindicate the divine
inspiration of Scripture by the assertion of the
verbal inerrancy of the aurographs, and to erect
that assertion int0 a test of orthodoxy. For "1. There is no possible means of verifying
the assertion, since the autographs have utterly
disappeared.
"2. It assumes a mechanical dictation of the
ipsissim• 11n1Hi to the writers, which is contradicted by the whole character and structure of
the Bible.
"3. It is of no practical value, since it furnishes no
of deciding between various
readinss and discrepant statements.
"4. It is founded upon a pure assumption
as to the character of inspiration-namely, that
inspiration involves verbal inerrancy, which is
the very thins to be proved, and which could be
proved only by producing inerrant aurographs.
"5. If a written, inspired revelation is nee-
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the Word of God" is a maximum statement; we cannot say more than this by
affuming that the irrecoverable original
documents of the Sacred Scripr:un:s were
inerrant. For these reasons, it would seem
that we ought to cease affirming the inerrancy of something that practically does
not exist. It is to be doubted if the distinction between the inerrancy of the Sacred Scriptures as we have them and the
inerrancy of the irrecoverable original documents is one which a layman appreciates.
\Vhat is significant is that the lone
statement which calls the Old Testament
,f)EoltVEUG'tO!; ( 2 Tim. 3: 16) is made with
reference not to autographs nor apparendy
even to apographs, but in the conren
( since Lois and Eunice are Greek names
of Jewish women and Timothy bad not
been circumcised prior to Acts 16:3) presumably with reference to the Septuagint
Version.34
To repeat: Our better information in
the .field of textual criticism and textual
history makes many of the now naiveseeming oversimplifications of the 16th
and 17th centuries untenable. We may
still marvel reverently and gratefully-as
essary for mankind, and if such a revelstion, in
order to be inspired, must be verbally inerrsnr,
rhe necessity has not been mer. There is no
verbally inerrant, and therefore no inspired,
revelation in writing. The aurographs have vanished, and no divine guidance or interposition
has prevented mistakes in transcription or in
printing. The text of Scripture, in the best
formmeans
in which critical scholarship can exhibit
ir, presents numerous errors and discrepancies."
8f This is of course nor intended to preclude
or to brand as futile the theological esploration
of the possible implications of the mJSU!rious
process of inspiration; it is intended to allirm
that in the present situation of The Lutheran
Church - Missouri Synod rhe affirmation of inerrancy is pracrically irrelevant.
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we should-at the providence of God
that has preserved so many wimcsscs to
the New Testament text which enable us
to recreate the presumptive original with
such a high degree of probability, and that
has disclosed so many new and unexpected
witnesses to the Old Testament text in our
own time. But we can no longer affirm
the doctrine of the incorruptibility of the
transmitted text with the enthusiasm or
the scope with which the 17th century felt
itself free to do so.
Furthermore, it seems to be a widely
held conviction that the doctrine of the
inerraocy of the Saaed Scriptures guarantees the orthodoxy of the church or the
person who affirms it. No such necessary
correlation exists. This ought to be clear
from the fact that in our time Onhodox
Jews (in the case of the Old Testament),
the Roman Catholic integralists, the oeocalvinist and postfundameotalist groups in
the National .Association of Evangelicals,
the bulk of the organized membership of
the Holiness and Pentecostal movements,
the Seventh-day .Adventists and Jehovah's
witnesses all affirm the iocrrancy of the
Sacred Scriptures. Io past history the first
chutch father explicitly to affirm the Saaed
Scriptures' absolute freedom from
error,
pleased
St. Jerome, held ( with Origeo, who taught
a rigid verbal inspiration) that the Saaed
Scriptures contained ludicrous and blasphemous elements which demanded ao
allegorical interpretation if the Holy
Spirit's integrity were to be vindicated.311
M Obviously, in view of the line that nms
from Jean Asuuc ID the post-Bulananaians, a
formal denial of the inerraacy of the Sacml
Scripnues guar.aatee
does not orthodoxy.
But
of the inerraacy of
the Sacred Scripcurcs is no piophyluis apinst
doctrinal erior or even heresy either.
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The posture of faith is always a posture
symbolized by the word "nevertheless."
The question is: What words shall we
say before and after "nevenheless"?
.Aze we not fioally most reverent if we
say that many of the matters that detraetors
of the Saaed Scriptures have decried as
error are accidental to the divine revelation
and do not affect its substance 30 and if we
then affirm, ''Nevenhelcss, the Sacred
Scriptures are without any qualification the
Word of God and, by God's own declaration, uue..? 37
Whethel' we retain the term "inerraocy,"
however, or content ourselves with affirming that the Sacred Scriptures are God's
Word and true, it is essential that we
approach this thesis from the a pl'iori of
our baptism and with a clear appreciation
of the self-declared purposes of the Sacred
Scriptures and with a serious effort to appreciate the purpose of the individual
author.
God has given us a revelation of His
:10 At many points wefeel
mar
impelled ID
repeat the discycb cag-liae that the aheadr cited
August Pfeiffer qUOleS u the n:uon whr mme
psalms arc acrostia and other arc not: Sk plM•il
Do•i110; tlie•,. pl,,,,. ..,., (Thar's the war it
the lord; ID •r anfrhins more would
be impious). (Pfeifferus, p. 95.) We muse
learn to rake the Scriprurcs u ther arc and not
make them out ID be somethins else in order
to fir our rheological theories abour them.
:n This in no way minimizes the cask of the
exegete or depreciates the coat~b.utio.n of the
archaeologist and the rexrual crmc; It merclf
suggesrs that their
mission
primarf
is
ID be
concerned autbeoticallf
wirh the
relisious upem of the Sacml Scriprurcs rather than wirh
the secular upeas. just u the fact that our
hcavenlf Farber bas COUDted the hain on the
head of everr human beiq shows His infinite
concern for each of us wirhout beins of specific
siani6cance for the working barber or beautician.
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being and of His purpose in the Sacred
SaiptureS to enlighten us in our native
darkness ( Ps. 119: 105) ; to aeate and
establish in us faith in Christ as God's Son
(John 20:21); to provide us with instruction (&L&aaxaAla), to reprove us, to correct us, to train us in righteousness, that
as men of God we may be complete,
equipped for every good work (2 lim.
3: 16); to give us the right mind-set
(vov&a(a, 1 Cor.10:11); to provide our
hope with encouragement (21:aecixA11aL~,
Rom. 15:4) and for other religious ends.
He did not give us His revelation to satisfy
our curiosity (even about spiritual things)
or to give us information about the subject
matter of secular disciplines like geography, mathematics, history, astronomy,
physia, and genealogy.
We need equally to be as sure as we
an be about the purpose of a particular
author in a panicular passage. Where the
is on a religious purpose, his concern with the precise and literal accuracy
of concomitant historical or scientific detail may recede into the background. The
presentation may be cast in a form that
to the boundless wisdom of the primary
Author of the Sacred Saiprures seems best
calculated to impan the religious truth at
issue to all kinds of hearers and readers
through the centuries of human history.
Here, too, the possibility must not be overlooked that the human author is using a
literary form natural tO him but not part
of our literary conventions-such as a
Semitic form of epic in the first chapters
of Genesis and apocalyptic in the last book
of the canon. Many of the judgments that
even some Lutheran theologians make
about the inerrancy of the Sacred Saiptures still derive mythologized.
from a time when scholars'
stress

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol36/iss1/48

knowledge of the literary types aftilable
to the Holy Spirit and to the Biblical
writers was more meager than it is now.
The discoveries of archaeology have disclosed to us many parallel patterns of expression which are contemporary with and
which in some cases even antedate the
Biblical documents.38
It has become abundantly dear that we
need not and indeed cannot f ~ all the
Biblical documents into the relatively few
literary categories that derive largely from
a post-Biblical classical literary tradition.
Far less can we impose upon the saaed
authors the canons of historiography that
underly the Cambridge or the Propyllien
histories. Before we cry either "error• or
"literal truth," we need to be sure that we
understand as fully as the present state of
knowledge permits the objectives of the
literary type that the Bible is using. Here,
since these types do not come neatly labeled in Holy Saipture, we must in charity
allow for differences of isagogical and hermeneutical opinion.
In applying the criterion of human experience to which we have previously adverted, there will likewise be inevitable
differences of opinion- for example, u
to the extent that midrashic inBuence an
be allowed in the Old Testament or in the
New. Obviously, we who believe in the
almighty power of a Pantoerator to whom
nothing will be impossible will not exclude the possibility of miracle at every
point on principle, but the other principle
of the economy of miracles may indua:
38 This does not
the imply that
Saaed
Scriptures arc dependent for their revelatory
con1cnt on these non-Israclicc doc:umeau1 or to
IU88Clt, for enmple, that che GcllClil narndffl
arc merely Shumcro-Akbdian m,tbolo11 de-
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one or the other of us to accept an alternative solution in certain cases.
In all this, of course, we need to find
a defensible mean. We cannot capitulate
to the uncritical Athenian enthusiasm that
greets every novel isagogical theory or
exegetical interpretation as an assured result. Nor can we cherish the traditionalist
skepticism that refuses to concede any possible merit to a view which calls into
question a personally long-held, and on
occasion very vocally asserted, position.
At the same time, we must take care
not to da111 the inerrancy of the Sacred
Scriptures, both for pastoral reasons and
because the initial affirmation of the freedom of the Sacred Seriptures from error
was designed to reinforce and to affirm
in other words the doctrine that the Sacred
Scriptures have the Holy Spirit as their
principal Author and that they are the
truthful word of the God of Truth to men.
An explicit denial of inerrancy would almost certainly be interpreted as a rejection
of the main thesis of which inerrancy is
a

Sch111zlchrc.

The most defensible strategy, it would
seem, would be to refrain from using the
term "inerrancy" in our presentations. In
contexts where we should normally make
a statement on this point, we should instead affirm positively that the Saaed
Scriptures have the Holy Spirit as their
principal Author, that they are the Word
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of God, and that they are true and dependable. But what if we are explicidy
challenged? Then we should first refuse
to reply to loaded questions with "yes"
or "no." Next we should point out the
inadequacy of "inerrancy" as a term from
the standpoint of communication. Then
we should patiendy affirm our acceptance
of everything that the Sacred Scriptures say
about themselves and that the Lutheran
symbols say about them. Finally we should
assert our conviaion that the Sacred Scriptures have the Holy Spirit as their principal Author, that they are the Word of
God in the language of historical human
beings, and that they are true and dependable. In the meantime, we need to continue to explore reverendy and prayerfully
together the isagogical and hermeneutical
problems and possibilities that these convictions about the Sacred Scriptures imply.
We shall approach this exploration from
various angles and upon the basis of backgrounds that differ considerably in detail
( despite our unanimous commitment to
our Lord, to His written revelation, and to
the Lutheran symbols). For that reason
we must not expect complete agreement in
method or in results, nor dare we despair
of ourselves, of other theologians and
clergymen, of our church body or of the
church because such agreement fails t0
materialize.
St. Louis, Mo.
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